20 No. pairs of Dragon Teeth on approach to zone.

Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign from LC.
Fix 20mph terminal sign diag 670 (600mm) in place of the removed 30mph terminal sign.

Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign diag 670.
Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign diag 670 and post.
Fix 20mph terminal sign (diag 670, 600mm), board with text and grey backing to two new posts on the grass verge - refer to sign schedule for details of the sign. Refix 40mph roundel to new post.

Notes:
1. All posts & signs to be offset a minimum of 450mm from the edge of carriageway.
2. All new posts to be black.
3. All signs to be mounted at 2.1m above footway / verge level unless otherwise stated.
4. Posts are not to protrude above the top of the sign unless lighting unit is to be provided.
5. See associated sign schedules for post and foundation details.
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Brendon Walsh, Executive Director of Regeneration, Economic Development & Environment
The Civic Centre, Lampton, Hounslow, TW3 4DN

NISHKAM SCHOOL
20MPH ZONE (LAYOUT 1 of 5)

Diag. 674 (20mph Zone Entry)    20 mph zone boundary
Diag. 675 (20mph Zone End)  Existing sign
Diag. 675 (Numerical 20 600mm)  Existing lamp column (LC) - Sign Post (SP)
Diag. 675 (Numerical 30 600mm)  Existing sign
Diag. 675 (Numerical 40 600mm)  Existing sign

20 No. pairs of Dragon Teeth on approach to zone.

Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign from LC.
Fix 20mph terminal sign diag 670 (600mm) in place of the removed 30mph terminal sign.

Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign diag 670.
Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign diag 670 and post.
Fix 20mph terminal sign (diag 670, 600mm), board with text and grey backing to two new posts on the grass verge - refer to sign schedule for details of the sign. Refix 40mph roundel to new post.

Notes:
1. All posts & signs to be offset a minimum of 450mm from the edge of carriageway.
2. All new posts to be black.
3. All signs to be mounted at 2.1m above footway / verge level unless otherwise stated.
4. Posts are not to protrude above the top of the sign unless lighting unit is to be provided.
5. See associated sign schedules for post and foundation details.
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Brendon Walsh, Executive Director of Regeneration, Economic Development & Environment
The Civic Centre, Lampton, Hounslow, TW3 4DN

NISHKAM SCHOOL
20MPH ZONE (LAYOUT 1 of 5)

Diag. 674 (20mph Zone Entry)    20 mph zone boundary
Diag. 675 (20mph Zone End)  Existing sign
Diag. 675 (Numerical 20 600mm)  Existing lamp column (LC) - Sign Post (SP)
Diag. 675 (Numerical 30 600mm)  Existing sign
Diag. 675 (Numerical 40 600mm)  Existing sign

20 No. pairs of Dragon Teeth on approach to zone.

Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign from LC.
Fix 20mph terminal sign diag 670 (600mm) in place of the removed 30mph terminal sign.

Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign diag 670.
Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign diag 670 and post.
Fix 20mph terminal sign (diag 670, 600mm), board with text and grey backing to two new posts on the grass verge - refer to sign schedule for details of the sign. Refix 40mph roundel to new post.

Notes:
1. All posts & signs to be offset a minimum of 450mm from the edge of carriageway.
2. All new posts to be black.
3. All signs to be mounted at 2.1m above footway / verge level unless otherwise stated.
4. Posts are not to protrude above the top of the sign unless lighting unit is to be provided.
5. See associated sign schedules for post and foundation details.
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Brendon Walsh, Executive Director of Regeneration, Economic Development & Environment
The Civic Centre, Lampton, Hounslow, TW3 4DN

NISHKAM SCHOOL
20MPH ZONE (LAYOUT 1 of 5)

Diag. 674 (20mph Zone Entry)    20 mph zone boundary
Diag. 675 (20mph Zone End)  Existing sign
Diag. 675 (Numerical 20 600mm)  Existing lamp column (LC) - Sign Post (SP)
Diag. 675 (Numerical 30 600mm)  Existing sign
Diag. 675 (Numerical 40 600mm)  Existing sign

20 No. pairs of Dragon Teeth on approach to zone.

Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign from LC.
Fix 20mph terminal sign diag 670 (600mm) in place of the removed 30mph terminal sign.

Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign diag 670.
Remove and dispose of 30mph terminal sign diag 670 and post.
Fix 20mph terminal sign (diag 670, 600mm), board with text and grey backing to two new posts on the grass verge - refer to sign schedule for details of the sign. Refix 40mph roundel to new post.
Remove and set aside for reuse 'red route' entry and exit signs from post. Replace redundant post, in the same footprint, with taller post to accommodate existing 'red route' signs and new 20mph and 30mph terminal signs (diag 670, 600mm). Fix speed limit signs above 'red route' signs.

Remove and set aside for reuse 'red route' entry and exit signs from post. Remove and dispose of redundant post. Remove and set aside for reuse 30mph sign from LC o/s No. 122. Refix 'red route' signs to LC o/s No. 122. Fix new 20mph and existing 30mph terminal signs (diag 670, 600mm) to LC o/s No. 122. Fix speed limit signs above 'red route' signs.

Install new post front of footway.
Fix cantilever 20mph zone entry and exit signs diag 674 and 675 to new post. Fix signs cantilever into the footway.

Fix cantilever 20mph zone entry and exit signs (diag 674 and 675) to LC on grass verge. Fix signs cantilever into the footway.

Remove and set aside for reuse 'red route' entry and exit signs diag 674 and 675 back to back to new post above red route clearway sign.
Notes:
1. All posts & signs to be offset a minimum of 450mm from the edge of carriageway.
2. All new posts to be black.
3. All posts to be capped.
4. All signs to be mounted at 2.1m above footway / verge level unless otherwise stated.
5. Posts are not to protrude above the top of the sign unless lighting unit is to be provided.
6. See associated sign schedules for post and foundation details.
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Diag. 674 (20mph Zone Entry)
Diag. 675 (20mph Zone End)
Diag. 679 (Number 20)
Diag. 679 (Number 30)
Existing sign

20 mph zone boundary

Existing lamp columns (LC) - Sign Post (SP)

Existing sign

Implemented 20mph zone

Not to scale

Implemented 20mph zone

New post

Fix 20mph and 30mph terminal signs (diag 670, 600mm) to LC opposite No.78.

Remove and dispose of 30mph sign. Replace with new 20mph terminal sign (diag 670, 600mm).

Fix in same location as the removed 30mph sign.

Install new post front of grass verge on her property boundary of No’s. 78 and 80.

Fix 20mph and 30mph terminal signs (diag 670, 600mm) to new post.
Fix a 20mph and 30mph terminal sign (diag 670, 600mm) to LC outside No. 335.

Install new post front of footway. Fix a 20mph and 30mph terminal sign (diag 670, 600mm) to new post.

Not to scale

1. All posts & signs to be offset a minimum of 450mm from the edge of carriageway.
2. All new posts to be black.
3. Posts are not to protrude above the top of the sign unless lighting unit is to be provided.
4. See associated sign schedules for post and foundation details.
5. All signs to be mounted at 2.1m above footway / verge level unless otherwise stated.
6. All signs & posts to be offset a minimum of 450mm from the edge of carriageway.
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Diag. 1065 (4.3 x 1.5m)
Diag. 674 (20mph Zone Entry)
Diag. 675 (20mph Zone End)
Diag. 676 (Numeral 20 800mm)
Existing sign

Implementation 20mph zone
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